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SEV-E with electric stroke

For Restricted Screw Positions 
with Additional Overstroke

Fixtured Screwdriving Technology
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Technical data

Features
+ For automatic feed system

+ Left or right sided version for a shorter overall spindle length

+ High durability thanks to wear-resistant surfaces, even without lubrication 
(low oil operation)

+ Modular design allows other modules / drives to be easily retrofi tted

+ With C5V - Controller for up to 15 programmes
- Integrated position-dependent force compensation
- Monitoring of the pressure force during fastener insertion
- Pre-stroke speed and touchdown speed can be adjusted differently for
  smooth screw insertion
- Controlled and smooth pick-up of the fastener from the bit
- Force compensation as well as forceless 
  switching of the spindle
- Suitable for aluminium screws and/or 
  fragile threads
- LED status indicators
- ESD compliant
- Emergency stop option according to  
  performance level e (Cat. 4)
- USB socket for PC connection for  
  parameterisation of the programmes

SEV-E with electric stroke
+ Screwdriving spindle with vacuum technology and electric stroke 

to ensure reliable fastener insertion in hard to reach locations with 
extremely limited access and spindle space constraints

Series 03 10 30 60

Torque range [Nm] 0.3 - 3 1 - 10 3 - 30 6 - 60

Maximum rotation speed [rpm] 2,500 2,500 1,500 1,500

Head diameter [mm] 6.5 - 11 6.5 - 13 9 - 20 9 - 24

Weight [kg] approx. 16 approx. 22 approx. 29 approx. 32

Overstroke [mm] to 231 to 262 to 201 to 201

regultated pressing force with force compensation

Max. stroke speed: 500 mm / sec.

Fixtured Screwdriving Technology

C5V

Voltage 230V / 50Hz - 10 A Fuse category C

Power class drives 100 / 400 / 750 Watt

Weight 7,8 kg

Housing dimensions 
(W X L x H) 266 / 152 / 332 mm (without plug)

Interface digital customer interface


